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What we do…
We collect field dataWe colleect field data

We make mapsWe mmake maps

We prepare reportsWe prepare reportss

We advise and teach



What is groundwater?

• Groundwater is water filling pores, cracks, 
fractures, and other voids in geologic 
materials beneath the earth’s surface.

Culver springs, Dane County, WI



All water is part of the water cycle…

Aquifers are geologic units (sand and gravel, sandstone, etc) 
that can store and transmit significant quantities of groundwater

aquifer



Groundwater moves from recharge areas to discharge areas

source: USGS



Wisconsin’s geology 
influences groundwater 
availability and 
vulnerability.

Wisconsin has prolific 
aquifers; groundwater 
is plentiful over most 
of the state



Glaciation 
deposited 

materials over 
the bedrock 

surface

(Dott and Attig, 2004)





Glacially-deposited sands 
and gravels form an 
important shallow aquifer 
over much of the state.



The Silurian 
dolomite 
aquifer is 
present only in 
Eastern 
Wisconsin and 
extends 
through Door 
County.

These 
fractured rocks 
contain karst 
and solution 
features and 
are quite 
susceptible to 
contamination.



The sandstone 
aquifer is 
present over 
2/3 of 
Wisconsin 
extends to 
adjacent states

This “world-
class” aquifer 
supplies water 
for Madison, 
Waukesha, the 
Fox Valley, and 
other major 
areas.





Formations that form aquitards



Typical sandstone found near Madison has an 
effective porosity of 10-15% 

Microscope image of sandstone from a 
Madison supply well.  Clean, well-rounded 
quartz grains create an effective porosity of 
about 30% 



The crystalline 
aquifer and 
midcontinent 
rift system 
occur in north-
central 
Wisconsin

These rocks 
are generally 
non-porous, 
and well yields 
can be low



Fractures usually 
control the flow to 
wells in the 
crystalline aquifer.

This is a borehole 
image of a well 
near Pittsville.

A single fracture at 
about 206 feet 
produces most of 
the water for this 
well.



dolomite
shale

sandstone

granite

tallest buildings: ~600 ft high

deepest wells: ~2200 ft deep 
(municipal wells in SE WI)

domestic wells: 100-300 ft deep

most municipal wells: ~200-800
ft deep

Relative well depths near Milwaukee



Impermeable bedrock

Groundwater moves in three dimensions.



Impermeable bedrock
Groundwater flow 

Groundwater moves in three dimensions.

Groundwater divide



How rapidly does groundwater 
move?

Flow rates vary widely, and depend on hydraulic 
conductivity, gradient, and the presence of fractures or 
other conduits.  To generalize…

Clay: inches per year
Sandstone: 10’s of feet per year
Limestone, dolomite: 100’s to 1000’s of feet per day 

In fractured media, (i.e.fractured clay, granite, shale) flow 
volumes can be small, but flow rates can be very rapid



Groundwater sustains streams, springs, and wetlands

souce: USGS
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Flowing well at Nevin fish hatchery

Spring boil in Fitchburg



Springs in Wisconsin
-over 10,800 springs identified
-most have flow less than 1 CFS
-almost no springs have enough data for flow duration analysis

235 springs = 2% of total



Lakes usually represent 
“outcrops” of the water table.

Depending on their position in 
the landscape, and on 
groundwater conditions, lakes 
can receive groundwater, lose 
water to groundwater, or both.

source: USGS



All groundwater use has 
consequences

�What are the consequences of groundwater 
use in Wisconsin?
�Drawdown – lowering water levels
�Alteration of groundwater flow paths
�Changes in water budgets
� Impacts on surface water
� Impacts on water quality



Pumping wells affect 
groundwater movement

The well causes a cone 
of depression

Well pumping can 
reduce flow to surface 

water
source: USGS



Where are we 
using 

groundwater?



bedrock

sand and gravel

Groundwater use 
over 10 MGD

Source: USGS



•Central Wisconsin
•Water bottling proposals
•Increased irrigation
•Low lake and stream levels

•Southeast, Northeast Wisconsin
•Excessive regional drawdown
•Water quality concerns
•Great Lakes Compact

•Dane County
•Diminished flow to lakes and springs

•Western Wisconsin
•Rapid development
•Many new wells proposed
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Statewide concern, but local 
issues…

academic.evergreen.edu 

p gg
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Issues of the day

Low water levels

Monitoring data (SE Wi)



How bad is the problem?
Regional declines in water levels:

Source: US Geological Survey and 
Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey

10 feet

Max 
drawdown 

<60 feet

50 feet

Max 
drawdown
> 300 feet

50 feet

and, adding 
Chicago…

Note the differences in 
drawdown among 
regions, even though 
pumping rates are 
similar.  Differences are 
caused by the 
hydrogeologic settings.



Courtesy George Kraft - CWGC

Shallow sand and gravel 
well at Hancock, Wi;
note seasonal 
fluctuations and gradual 
decline

Low water levels –
northern Wisconsin



Long Lake – Oasis 

Near dry since 2005 

Courtesy George Kraft - CWGC 



Groundwater Management Areas

Dane County 
and Little 

Plover River 
are 

Groundwater 
Attention Areas



What about flooding…?
Recent years have seen wet winters 
and rainy springs in southern 
Wisconsin, resulting in record high 
groundwater and lake levels.

Meanwhile, northern and central 
parts of Wisconsin have seen drier 
conditions.

These trends illustrate the danger in 
managing for average conditions 
and a one-size-fits-all approach.  
Instead we need to consider how 
hydrologic systems react to short-
and longer-term weather and 
climate trends.



Spring Green Flooding - 2008

Flooded areas, June 17, 2008  
Fred Lausly, Spring Green; Sauk County Mapping Office 

In June 2008, overland flow of storm 
water and a rise in groundwater levels 
contributed to flooding 4,380 acres in 
Spring Green, Wisconsin. The affected 
area, which is located over a mile from 
the Wisconsin River floodplain, 
remained flooded for five months.  

From Madeline Gotkowitz, 2008 



Water quality concerns
Most of Wisconsin’s groundwater is of exceptional quality!

But, we do have some issues, including:

•High groundwater vulnerability in areas of shallow bedrock and karst
features

•Widespread nitrate contamination of shallow aquifers

•Localized contamination from industrial spills and waste disposal

•Shallow contamination from septic waste

•“emerging contaminants”: pharmaceuticals, viruses, etc.

•“natural contaminants”: - radium, manganese, chloride, etc.







Silurian Dolomite 
Aquifer

• Calumet and Brown 
Counties



Silurian Dolomite
Aquifer

Expression of vertical 
fractures in alfalfa field

Roadside sinkhole

Open vertical crevice



Statewide monitoring network

102 wells around the 
state

•Operated cooperatively 
by USGS and WGNHS

•Long-term

•Seriously underfunded

•Wells are being dropped 
from the program, and 
some counties have no 
wells

•Lack of wells makes 
evaluation of management 
policies very difficult



Example hydrographs…

Shallow sand and gravel 
well at Hancock, Wi; note 
seasonal fluctuations and 
gradual decline

Deep sandstone well in 
Kenosha County, shows 
long-term potentiometric 
drop due to pumping





Thank you.  Questions…?

sampling a spring in Iowa County

http://www.wisconsingeologicalsurvey.org/


